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The forward model, as derived in part I [A. J. Berkhout, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 93, 2005-2016 
(1993) ], and the inversion scheme, as derived in part II [A. J. Berkhout and C. P. A. 
Wapenaar, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 93, 2017-2023 (1993) ], are extended to the elastic situation. 
The elastic forward and inverse problem are formulated in terms of matrices, similar as in the 
acoustic situation. Unlike in the acoustic situation, the matrices involved in the elastic problem 
each consist of 3 X 3 submatrices. For instance, the submatrices of the multi-component data 
matrix V represent single-component data matrices, each submatrix being related to a specific 
combination of source and receiver components. On the other hand, the submatrices of the 
multi-wavetype reflection matrix R -+ represent single-wavetype reflection matrices, each 
submatrix being related to a specific combination of incident and reflected wavetypes. In the 
discussion of the elastic forward model the multi-component data matrix ¾ at the acquisition 
surface is related to the multi-wavetype reflection matrices R -+ in the subsurface. In the 
discussion of the inversion scheme it is shown how R +- is obtained step by step from the multi- 
component data matrix V. Once the multi-wavetype reflection matrices R -+ have been 
determined the medium parameters can be much better resolved than in the acoustic situation. 

PACS numbers: 43.60.Gk, 43.20.Gp 

INTRODUCTION 

The forward model for acoustic reflection measure- 

ments (Berkhout, l hereafter referred to as paper I) as well as 
the acoustical imaging approach (Berkhout and Wapenaar, 2 
hereafter referred to as paper II) are strictly valid only for 
fluid media that cannot support shearing forces. In medical 
diagnostics the medium under investigation consists of hu- 
man tissues that contain 90% water, hence the acoustical 

imaging approach is fully justified. In seismic exploration 
the geologic layers below the Earth's surface are of interest; 
they consist of solid rocks. Although for this situation the 
acoustical approach is not strictly valid, it is in many cases 
applied successfully by the seismic industry in the search for 
oil and gas. This success is explained by the fact that in rela- 
tively simple situations (small source-receiver offsets, low 
contrasts, simple geological structures) the acoustic wave 
equation describes reasonably well the propagation and re- 
flection of compressional waves in solid media. In more com- 
plex situations, however, the acoustic approach breaks clown 
and a full elastic extension of the imaging approach is need- 
ed. This is even more true for ultrasonic inspection of con- 
struction materials where shear waves carry a major part of 
the information on defects that need be imaged. 

In this contribution we will extend the theory of papers I 
and II to the full elastic situation. As mentioned above, the 
main applications of full elastic imaging are in advanced seis- 
mic exploration and in ultrasonic inspection. To deal with 
both fields of application, we will set up the theory for com- 
plex media with an arbitrary inhomogeneous background 
medium (macro model), bounded above by a free (i.e., per- 
fectly reflecting) acquisition surface and bounded below by 
a strong reflector (Fig. 1 ). For seismic exploration applica- 

tions the background medium may be complex but the theo- 
ry may be simplified by ignoring the effects of the strong 
bottom reflector. On the other hand, for many ultrasonic 
inspection situations the background medium may be taken 
homogeneous, but the bottom reflector plays a significant 
role. 

I. MOTIVATION FOR MULTI-COMPONENT DATA 
ACQUISITION 

In the acoustic forward model, described in paper I, we 
considered multi-source, multi-receiver reflection measure- 

general configuration 
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delec•,•// 
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FIG. 1. In this paper the elastic imaging approach is derived for an inhomo- 
geneous bounded solid medium (top figure). For seismic exploration the 
effects of the lower reflector may be ignored (bottom left); for ultrasonic 
inspection the background medium may be chosen homogeneous (bottom 
fight). 
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ments. For each frequency component these measurements 
were represented by a matrix P(zo) , in which each element 
Po (Zo) represents one Fourier component of an acoustical 
echo experiment for the ith receiver and thefih source at the 
acquisition surface z o. The advantage of carrying out multi- 
source, multi-receiver e•periments is that each subsurface 
point in the region of interest (target) is illuminated under 
many angles and that the wave fields scattered by inhomo- 
geneities at any subsurface point are received under many 
angles. In paper II we made advantageous use of this proper- 
ty by designing an acoustic imaging technique by which the 
medium inhomogeneities are not only localized but also 
characterized in terms of their angle-dependent reflection 
properties. In the last step of the full inversion process these 
angle-dependent reflection properties need to be trans- 
formed into the medium parameters of the target (i.e., tis- 
sue-oriented, defect-oriented, or litho-oriented parameters 
in, respectively, medical diagnostics, ultrasonic inspection, 
and seismic exploration). This last step is in principle possi- 
ble when only compressional (P) wave reflection informa- 
tion is available but the resolution would largely improve 
when shear (S) wave reflection information were also avail- 
able (de Haas and Berkhout3). Therefore each subsurface 
point in the target should not only be illuminated under dif- 
ferent angles but also by different wave types (P and S). 
Because pure P-wave sources and receivers are never real- 
ized in practice (except in fluids, which will not be discussed 
here), reflection measurements will always contain a mix- 
ture of P- and S-wave information. With normal acquisition 
techniques the P- and S-wave information cannot be well 
separated and therefore parts of the reflection measurements 
are erroneously treated by single-wavetype imaging tech- 
niques. Therefore, preferably the data acquisition should be 
carried out with multi-component sources and receivers 4 
(Fig. 2). The separation of P- and S-wave information 
should be part of the processing. 

II. FORWARD MODEL FOR ELASTIC REFLECTION 
MEASUREMENTS 

In this section we build up the forward model for multi- 
component elastic reflection measurements step by step. In 
subsection A we will derive a forward model for the ideal 

situation, i.e., assuming pure P- and S-wave sources and re- 
ceivers at a homogeneous (i.e., reflection-free) acquisition 
surface. In subsection B we will incorporate the effects of the 
free surface and an optional strong bottom reflector. Finally 
in subsection C we will transform the pure P- and S-wave 
responses into realistic responses that would be obtained by 
multi-component, multi-source, multi-receiver data acquisi- 
tion. Bear in mind that this forward model is not a proposal 
for a numerical modeling scheme; it merely serves as a start- 
ing point for the stepwise elastic inversion scheme, discussed 
in the next section. 

A. Primary response of pure P- and S-wave sources 

Consider the forward model for one Fourier component 
of discrete acoustic primary reflection data (paper I): 

v 

(a) 

u 

•rofile axis 

piezo-electric 

transducers 
j perspex 

FIG. 2. Multi-component sources and receivers for seismic exploration (a) 
from Cliet and Dubesset 4 and ultrasonic inspection (b) from M. Lorenz. 

P•- (z o) = X•- (Zo,Zo)S + (zo), (la) 
with 

M 

x• (Zo,Zo) = y• w- (Zo,Zr•)R + (z•)W + (zm,Zo). 
rn•l 

(lb) 

In this paper we will use exactly the same formulation for 
discrete elastic primary reflection data. Therefore we rede- 
fine the matrices and vectors in Eq. ( 1 ). Vector S + (z o) de- 
fines a downgoing source wave field at acquisition surface z o 
in terms of independent compressional and shear wave con- 
tributions, according to 

[* + (Zo)] 

L,V/ 
The relation between this downgoing source wave field vec- 
tor and the actual sources at z o is discussed in subsection C of 
this section. 

In a similar way as described in Appendix A of paper I, 
vector • + (Zo) contains one frequency component of the 
discretized version of the downgoing compressional wave 
potential •+(x,y,zo,CO), whereas vectors •+(Zo) and 
ß •+ (%) contain the discretized versions of the shear wave 
potentials •+ (x,y,zo,oJ) and •y+ (x,y,zo,rO), respectively (in 
our notation •x and •y represent shear waves polarized per- 
pendicular to the x and they axis, respectively; shear waves 
polarized perpendicular to the z axis are not considered sepa- 
rately because they can be obtained by linearly combining 
•x and •y ). 

In the elastic version ofEq. (lB), vector Po (Zo) defines 
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the primary reflected upgoing wave field at acquisition sur- 
face z o, also in terms of independent compressional and shear 
wave contributions, according to 

P•(zo) ---- •;(Zo) / , (2b) 
Wf (Zo)Jo 

with ß (Zo), • (Zo), and •f (Zo) defined in a similar 
way as above. The relation between this upgoing wave field 
and the actual measurements at z o is discussed in subsection 
C of this section. (Note that, in analogy with the acoustic 
situation, the symbols S + and P•- denote source wave fields 
and reflected wave fields; to distinguish between compres- 
sional (P) and shear (S) waves we introduced the symbols 
q• and •). 

Matrix Xo • (zo,Zo) represents the subsurface reflectivity 
for downgoing waves at Zo, the subscript "0" indicating that 
surface-related multiple reflections are not yet included. In 
the elastic situation this matrix consists of nine submathces, 
according to 

X• (Zo,Zo) 

'1 
X•,• (Zo,Zo) (Zo,o) 

(3) 

Any of the submatrices represents the half-space reflectivity 
for one downgoing source wave type at Zo and one reflected 
wave type at z o. 

In Eq. (lb) matrices • +(z•,zo), R + (z•), and 
• - (Zo,Z • ) describe one-way downward propagation from 
zo to z•, reflection at z•, and upward propagation from z• to 
z o. In the elastic situation these matrices also each contain 
nine submatrices, according to 

W + (Zm,Zo) 

[ 
(z,Zo) , 

(4a) 

(see the Appendix), and 

W- ( Zo,Z• ) 

W•, 4, (Z0,Zm) W•,o• (ZO,Zrn) W•,dpy (ZO,Zrn) ] 
LW;., (Zo,Z m ) w;.o(Zo,Z. ) ) j 

(4c) 

Each submathx is defined in a similar way as in the acoustic 
situation (paper I, Appendixes B and C). For example, sub- 
matfix + W•,• (z•,zo) describes the downward propagation 

from P waves at %, i.e., vector ß + (Zo), to Sy waves at 
i.e., vector • (z,,). Hence, each column of this submatrix 
equals (one Fourier component of) the Sy-wave response at 
depth level z,, due to one P-wave dipole source at the surface 
z o (Wapenaar and Berkhout, 5 Chap. VI). 

Similarly, submatrix R•,.• (zm) describes the (angle-de- 
pendent) reflection from downgoing P waves at z m , i.e., vec- 
tor ß + (z,,), to upgoing $y waves at z,•, i.e., vector 
ß ;- (z,•). Hence, each column of this submatrix equals (one 
Fourier component of) the reflected Sy-wave response at 
depth level Zr• due to one P-wave dipole source at depth level 

In summary, the forward model ofEq. ( 1 ) describes the 
response of the inhomogeneous elastic medium (z o < z<z•t ) 
in terms of the primary reflected upgoing P and S waves at z o 
due to downgoing P and S waves at Zo. The situation is sche- 
matically visualized in Fig. 3. 

B. Incorporation of multiple reflections 

In paper I we generalized the acoustic version of our 
forward model as to include surface related as well as inter- 

nal multiple reflections. Of course the same procedure could 
be followed for the elastic situation but this will not be re- 
peated here. 

As explained in the introduction we will consider a per- 
fectly reflecting acquisition surface Zo as well as a strong 
reflector at z•t; in the region between Zo and z•t we will as- 
sume low contrasts. The reflecting surface at zo will give rise 
to surface-related multiple reflections in a similar manner as 
explained in paper I; the strong reflector at z•t will give rise 
to bottom related multiple reflections. 

Let us start with the surface-related multiple reflections, 
by modifying Eq. (la) to 

P- (Zo) = Xo + (Zo,Zo)P + (Zo), (Sa) 

P;(Zo) S+(zo) 

...................... • ............. Z o 
Zm 

(a) 

Pø-(Zo) • I • I • S+(zo) I 

i i 

(b) 

FIG. 3. Forward model for the primary upgoing response of an elastic medi- 
um due to a downgoing source wave field at zo. (a) Simplified configuration 
with one reflecting interface at z,•. The "rays" symbolically represent elas- 
tic wave fields (P and S waves). Dashed lines denote a low contrast, dotted 
lines denote a reference depth level without contrast. (b) Block diagram. 
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where the downgoing wave field P + (z o) consists of the 
downgoing source wave field S + (Zo), increased with the 
downwardly reflected upgoing waves at z o, hence 

P+ (Zo) = S + (Zo) + R (zo)P- (Zo), (Sb) 

see Fig. 4. An expression for the free-surface reflection ma- 
trix R - (z o) is derived in subsection C of this section. Substi- 
tuting (5b) into (5a) and rewriting the expression in a simi- 
lar form as (la) yields 

P - (Zo) = X + (Zo,Zo)S + (Zo), (6a) 
where 

X + (Zo,Zo) = [I -- Xo + (Zo,Zo)R- (Zo)] -•Xo + (Zo,Zo). 
(6b) 

Next we discuss the effect of the bottom reflector at z•t. 
Bear in mind that this reflector acts as a mirror for the 

sources and receivers at z o. Therefore we first derive a for- 
ward model for virtual sources and receivers at z•t. 

The relation between the virtual source and its response 
at z•t reads, in analogy with Eqs. (la) and (lb), 

Po + (z•t) = X6- (ZM,ZM)S- (zta), (7a) 
with 

X6- (zM,z• ) = 
M--I 

• W + (Z•,Z,.R (z.)W (z,,• ,z.), 
(7b) 

see Fig. 5. 
Taking bottom-related multiple reflections into account 

yields, in analogy with Eqs. (6a) and (6b), 

P+ (z•t) = X- (z•t,z•t)S (z•t), (Sa) 
where 

X (z•,z•) 

= [I-X•-(zta,z•t)R+(z•)] •X•(zta,z•t), (8b) 

Pc• (ZM) S-(ZM) 
(a) 

Zm 

z M 

'1 I I I' I I 

pc•(Za )• I ] I • S-(z•) 
L J 

X•(ZM,Z M) 

FIG. 5. Forward model for the primary downgoing response of an elastic 
medium due to a virtual upgoing source wave field at zM. (a) Simplified 
configuration with one reflecting interface at z,,. (b) Block diagram. 

see Fig. 6. The virtual source wave field S (z•u) is related to 
the actual downgoing source wave field S + (z o) according to 

S (z•u) = R • (zst)W + (zM,zo)S + (zo). (9) 

Similarly, the relation between the virtual source response 
P + (zst) and the received upgoing wave field at the surface 
reads 

Pv (Zo) = W - (Zo,Z • )R + (z•t)P + (z:•), (10) 

index "v" denoting "virtual." 
The combination of Eqs. (8), (9), and (10) yields 

P•- (%) = X, + (Zo,Zo)S + (Zo), ( 1 la) 
where 

P-(zo) S+(zo) 

X+(zo,Zo) 

P-(zo) q I •[ R-(zø) i?p= I < S+(zø) I ' i +(z•) i I 

I { Xo+(zo ,zo) II- I 

(b) 

P+(ZM) S-(ZM) 
(a) 

I _ (ZM) I i I 

p+(ZM) • J - R+(ZM) ; I 
I 

X-(ZM,ZM) 

(b) 

-• S- (z M) 

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, including surface-related multiple reflections. (a) Sim- 
plified configuration (the heavy line denotes the free surface). (b) Block 
diagram. 

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, including bottom related reflections. (a) Simplified 
configuration ( the heavy solid line denotes the bottom reflector). (b) Block 
diagram. 
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X •+ (Zo,Zo) - W - ( zo,zM ) [ R + ( z•, ) X - ( z•,,z•, ) R + (zs,) ] 

xW + (z•,Zo), (11b) 

see Fig. 7. 
This virtual source response ("indirect response," see 

also Fig. 1 ) should be added to the originalprimary response 
("direct response"), hence, Eq. ( 1 ) should be modified to 

Po7,, (%) = Xo.+v (Zo,Zo)S + (Zo), (12a) 
where 

Xo.+u(Zo,Zo) = X•- (Zo,Zo) + X• (Zo,Zo), (12b) 
see Fig. 8. Consequently, Eq. (6) should be modified to 

P- (Zo) = X + (Zo,Zo)S+(zo), (13a) 
where 

X+(zo•o) = [I Xo.+u(Zo,zo)R-(zo)] -•X + (Zo,Zo), 
(13b) 

see Fig. 9. Summarizing the aforegoing, we may write for 
Xo,+. (zo,zo): 

Xo.*. (Zo,Zo) 
M 

= • W-(zo,Z.•)R+(z.•)W+(zm,zo) 
m=i 

+ W- (Zo,Z•4) [ R + (z•)X- (zM,z•4)R + (zM)] 
W + (z•,zo), (13c) 

where 

X (z•4,z•4) 

= [I -- X•- (z•,z•)R + (z•)] -'X•- (z•4,z•4) (13d) 
with 

M I 

X•- (z•4,z•) = • W + (z•4,z.,)R - (z.)W- (zm,z•4)- 
(13e) 

The forward model ofEq. (13) describes the response of 

P• (zo) S + (zo) 

(a) 

P;(•)• 

x•(•,zj 
F 1 

• '" S*(zo) i 

, 1 I , 

I X-(z•,z•) I 
I I 

(b) 

FIG. 7. Forward model for the virtual source response ("indirect illumina- 
tion") at z•. 

Po;• (Zo) 

'indire.•ct' 'direct' S + (zo) 

Zm 

ZM 
(a) 

x•,,•(z•zo) 
r 

1 
I 

L / 

(b) 

FIG. 8. Superposition of the "direct" (Fig. 3) and "indirect" (Fig. 7) re- 
sponges. 

the inhomogeneous elastic medium (Zo•Z<Z • ) in terms of 
the upgoing P and S waves at Zo due to downgoing P and S 
waves at %. Multiple reflections related to the free surface Zo 
and the bottom reflector at z•4 are included. Internal multi- 
ples have been neglected. 

C. Incorporation of sources and receivers 

The downgoing source wave field S + (Zo) and the upgo- 
ing reflected wave field P- (Zo) in Eq. (13a) are one-way 
wave fields. In this section we derive the relation between 

these one-way wave fields and the actual sources and re- 
ceived wave fields at zo. First, consider the general relation- 
ship between elastic two-way and one-way wave fields at 
depth level z (see the Appendix): 

V(z)l=[L/•(z) L/-(z)][ P+(z)} (14a) T(z)] ILl-(z) L•-(z)J[P-(z) ' 

P- (ze) •- I 

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, including surface-related multiple reflections. 
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where the three-component velocity and traction vectors 
V(z) and T(z) are defined according to 

V(z)= V•(z) / (14b) 
V,(z)J 

and 

ß I. (14c) 

In (14b), vectors V•(z), V•(z), and V•(z) contain one 
Fourier component of the discretized versions of the particle 
velocity components V• (x,y•,•), V• (x,y,z,•), and 
V,(x,y,z,•), resp•tivdy, at depth level z. Similarly, in 
(l•) vectors T• (z), T• (z), and T, (z) contain the traction 
com•nents T• ( x,y,z,• ), T• ( x,y,z,• ) , and T• ( x,y,z,• ) , re- 
spectively, also at depth level z. 

In the following we restrict ourselves for simplicity to 
the situation where the sources and receivers are at the free 

su•ace. Upon substitution ofEq. (5b) into (14a) we obtain 
the following two equations for the particle velocity and 
traction, resp•tively, at the free surface: 

V(zo) = L• (zo)S + (zo) 

+ [Ll+(Zo)R-(zo) +L•-(zo)]P (Zo) (15a) 
and 

T(zo) = L• + (zo)S + (zo) 

+ [L•-(zo)R-(zo)+Lf(zo)]P (zo). (15b) 

The traction at the free surface must be zero, except at the 
sources. In other words, T(z o) in (15b) is by definition the 
source traction and the only contribution comes from 
S + (zo), hence 

T(z o ) = L•- (zo)S + (zo) (16a) 
and 

[L•+(zo)l:l-(zo)+L2 (Zo)]P (zo)=0. (lab) 
Hence, if we define the source-decomposition process as 

S + (z o) • D + (zo)T(zo), (17a) 
then from Eq. (16a) we easily obtain the following expres- 
sion for the source-decomposition operator: 

D + (Zo) = (L•- (zo)) - ' (17b) 

Furthermore, since Eq. (16b) should hold for any upgoing 
wave field P (zo), we obtain for the free-surface reflection 
operator 

R - (zo) = -- (L; (Zo)) 'Lœ (Zo). (17c) 

Substitution of these results in (15a) yields for the particle 
velocity at the free surface 

V(zo) = V•(zo) + Vr (zo), . (18a) 

where the direct source wave contribution V, (zo) reads 

V•(z o) = Li + (Zo)(L f- (Zo)) 1T(zo) (18b) 

and where the reflected wave contribution V, (zo) reads 

V,(zo) = [ -- Li + (zo)(Lf (zo))-ILl (zo) + L, (zo) ] 

XP (Zo), (18c) 

or, according to F_.q. (Alc), 

V,(zo)=(N•-(zo)) •P (zo). (18d) 

When the shallow subsurface contains no significant con- 
trasts, then V, (z o) contains only surface wave information 
(nondispersed Rayleigh waves) whereas Vr(z o) contains 
only body wave information (i.e., the reflections of the sub- 
surface). On the other hand, when significant contrasts are 
present in the shallow subsurface, then the dispersed Ray- 
leigh-wave and Love-wave information will be distributed 
over V s (z o) and V, (%). In the following, the latter situation 
will be discarded for simplicity. Hence, we will assume that 
the surface waves are described exclusively by Eq. ( 18b): 

V• (zo) = Y• (Zo.Zo)T(zo), (19a) 

where the surface wave admittance operator Y, (Zo,Z o) is de- 
fined as 

Y.• (Zo,Zo) = Li + (zo)(Lf (zo)) - ' (19b) 

As a consequence, the subsurface reflections are described 
exclusively by Eq. ( 18d): 

V,(zo) = D (zo)P '- (zo), (20a) 

where the receiver-composition operator is defined as 

D (zo = (Ni (Zo))- ' (20b) 

Note that the forward model ofEq. (13a) may be elegantly 
combined with the decomposition and composition equa- 
tions (17a) and (20a), respectively, yielding 

Vr(zo) = D (Zo)X + (zo,zo)D + (zo)T(zo), (21) 

see Fig. 10. From right to left, Eq. (21) contains a source 
vector (describing the traction distribution imposed by a 
source at the free surface), a decomposition operator (trans- 
forming the traction into downgoing Pand S waves), a sub- 
surface reflectivity operator (describing the response of the 
subsurface, including multiple reflections related to the free 
surface and, optionally, the bottom reflector), and a compo- 
sition operator (transforming the upgoing P and S waves 
into particle velocities at the free surface). Note that, in anal- 
ogy with Eq. (19a), Eq. (21) may be rewritten as 

V r (Z½)) = Yr (zo,zo)T(zo), (22a) 

where the body wave admittance operator Y• (zo,zo) is de- 
fined as 

Yr(Zo,Zo) = D- (zo)X + (zo,zo)D + (zo). (22b) 

Similarly, for the total response we may write 

Vr(zo) X+(zo,zo) • I 
I 

t_ .............. J 
Y• (Zo, Zo) 

T(zo) 

FIG. 10. Forward model describing the relation between the subsurface re- 
sponse matrix X ' {z,,,zo) and the sources and receivers at the free surface. 
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V(z o) = Y(zo,zo)T(zo), (23a) 
where 

Y(zo,Zo) = Y• (Zo,Zo) q- Y,(zo,Zo), (23b) 

see Fig. 11. Equation (23), with Y• (z0,z o) and Y, (Zo,Z o ) de- 
fined by Eqs. (19b) and (22b), respectively, is the forward 
model for one frequency component of one multi-compo- 
nent echo experiment. 

In accordance with Eq. (14b), vector V(z o) contains 
the particle velocity components measured at the free sur- 
face. In accordance with Eq. (14c), vector T(z o) contains 
the source traction vectors T•, (z o) ,Ty (zo), and T• (Zo). For a 
point source of tensile stress, vectors T• (%) and Ty (z o) are 
zero whereas vector T z (%) contains only one nonzero ele- 
ment, its value representing the source signature S(co) for 
the frequency component of interest. Similarly, for a point 
source of shearing stress one of the vectors T• (z o) or Ty (Zo) 
contains only one nonzero element, its value again represent- 
ing S(co). When the source is not an ideal point source then 
the source vectors contain the stress distribution at z o. The 
forward model for one reflection experiment can be easily 
extended to a forward model for the multi-experiment situa- 
tion. Ideally, three independent experiments should be car- 
ried out for each source position by applying three different- 
ly oriented stresses. For the 3X3 component 
multi-experiment situation the extended forward model 
reads 

V(z o) = Y(zo,zo)T(zo). (24) 

Here the columns of the data matrix V(z o) contain the dif- 
ferent data vectors V(zo). The columns of the source matrix 
T(zo) contain the corresponding source vectors T(zo). 
When use is made of mutually perpendicular sources then 
the source vectors can be ordered in such a way that the 
source matrix can be written as 

T(zo) = 0 T• (zo) 0 . 
0 0 Tz(z o) 

(25a) 

Moreover, for identical point sources this expression may be 
further simplified to 

T(z o) = S(co) I. (25b) 

Now matrix ¾(Zo) in Eq. (24) may be written as 

V(zo)= V•,.•(Zo) Vy.y(Zo) V•,.•(Zo) / , (26) 
LV,.,,(zo) 

I F---l Ys (zø'zø) I••1 I V(zo) Iii • -- T(zo) V,(zo,zo) 

I J 

V(Zo,Zo) 

FIG. 11. The measured particle velocity at the free surface as a superposi- 
tion of surface waves and body waves. 

where any of the submatrices V•j(z o) for i= x,y,z and 
j = x,y,z represents a single-component dataset for which 
the acquisition is carried out with velocity receivers oriented 
in the idirection and stress sources oriented in thej direction. 

In practice, however, the receivers and sources do not 
act in mutually perpendicular directions, see Fig. 2. To ob- 
tain the multi-component dataset measured with the actual 
receivers and sources the data matrix V(zo), as defined in 
Eq. (26), should be prc- and post-multiplied by matrices 
containing the direction cosines of the dip and azimuth an- 
gles of the velocity receivers and stress sources, respectively. 
A further discussion of this trivial procedure is beyond the 
scope of this paper. 

III. ELASTIC INVERSION IN STEPS 

In paper II we have approached the acoustic imaging 
problem from different angles, finally leading to the conclu- 
sion that in the most general situation imaging may be seen 
as one step of a full inversion proces. In this section we will 
elaborate on this concept and discuss the extension to the full 
elastic situation. 

In Sec. II we derived a forward model for elastic reflec- 

tion measurements. This forward model was built up step by 
step by applying a number of matrix manipulations to the 
subsurface reflectivity matrices. The stepwise elastic inver- 
sion scheme will now be derived by applying the same matrix 
manipulations in reverse order. In subsection A of this sec- 
tion we discuss surface related pre-processing; i.e., decompo- 
sition of the measurements into downgoing and upgoing P 
and S waves at the surface and elimination of the surface 

related multiple reflections. In subsection B of this section 
we discuss the elimination of propagation effects (redaturn- 
ing), resulting in an image of the subsurface reflectivity. In 
subsection C of this section we briefly discuss some aspects 
of target related model fitting, yielding a quantitative de- 
scription of the target. Bear in mind that the proposed elastic 
inversion scheme is based on the assumption that multi- 
component, multi-source, multi-receiver data are available. 
Due to the limitations of data acquisition in practice, often a 
simplified version of the elastic inversion scheme must be 
employed. 

A. Surface related pre-processing 

When the receivers and sources are oriented in arbitrary 
directions (Fig. 2), mutually perpendicular receivers and 
sources should be simulated first by applying a weighted 
summation to the different responses, the weighting factors 
being determined by the direction cosines of the dip and azi- 
muth angles of the velocity receivers and stress sources. 
Next, a Fourier transform (from time to frequency) should 
be applied to each recorded signal, thus decomposing the 
data into monochromatic datasets V (Zo) [ Eq. (26) ]. Any of 
these monochromatic datasets satisfy the forward model de- 
scribed in Sec. II. According to Eq. (24), with Y(zo,Zo) and 
T(zo) defined by (23b) and (25b), respectively, we may 
write for one frequency component of the measured data 

V(z o) = [Y• (Zo,Zo) + Yr (Zo,Zo) ]S(•o) (27) 
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(see also Fig. 11 ), where S(w) represents one frequency 
component of the source signature and where Ys (Zo,Zo) and 
Y, (Zo,Z o), respectively, represent the surface and body wave 
admittance operators. The surface wave admittance opera- 
tor Y• (Zo,Z o) is determined by the propagation properties of 
the medium directly below the free surface %. Hence, the 
surface wave information contained in the data matrix ¾ (z o) 
can be used to estimate simultaneously the ne•ar surface 
propagation properties and the source signature S(w). The 
Rayleigh wave traveltime information is used to construct an 
initial model. This initial model as well as the initial source 

signature are updated via an optimization algorithm by 
matching the simulated surface waves with the actually mea- 
sured surface waves ("data fitting"). Once the mismatch is 
acceptable, the modeled surface waves are subtracted from 
the measured data, according to 

¾r (%) = ¾(Zo) -- Y• (zo,zo)S(w), (28a) 

where ¾r (Zo) represents an estimate of the subsurface reflec- 
tions ¾r (Zo), defined as 

V, (Zo) = Y, (Zo,Zo)S(w), (28b) 
or 

V,(zo) = O- (zo)X * (Zo,Zo)O + (Zo)S(co), (28c) 

see also Eq. (22) and Fig. 10. We are now ready to derive the 
decomposition algorithm. Remember that matrix 
X + (Zo,Z o) in Eq. (28c) describes the subsurface response in 
terms of the upgoing P and S waves at z o due to downgoing P 
and S waves at %. Hence, decomposition into downgoing 
and upgoing P and S waves is accomplished by inverting 
equation (28c), according to Wapenaar et al. 6 

(Zo) = [• (Zo)] ¾r(Zo)[•+(zo)] •, (29a) 

where • - (z o) represents an estimate of the upgoing wave 
field matrix P- (Zo), defined as 

P - (%) = X + (Zo,Zo)S(to) (29b) 
and where 

[• + (zo)]' = •f (Zo) (29c) 
and 

[6- (Zo)] -' = fi• (Zo), (29d) 
see Eqs. (17b) and (20b), respectively. Note the similarity 
of Eq. (29a) with "image formation by double inversion," 
see Fig. 1 in paper II. According to (29a) de?mposition 
involves application of the matrix operaors [ O (Zo) ] - • 
an,,d [6 + (zo•-2 to the data matrix Vr(zo). Note that 
[D (Zo) ] -IV, (Zo) describes a generalized lateral alecon- 
volution process along the columns (i.e., the,monochromat- 
ic common source experiments) of matrix ¾r (%). This op- 
eration accounts for the decomposition of the received wave 
fields into upgoing P and S waves. Similarly, 
•r (z0)[6 + (Zo)] -• describes a generalized lateral decon- 
volution process along the rows (i.e., the monochromatic 
common receiver experiments) of matrix V r (z O). This oper- 
ation accounts for the decomposition of the emitted wave 
fields into downgoing P and S waves. Note that decomposi- 
tion, as described by Eq. (29a), fully accounts for lateral 

variations of the near surface propagat•n propertiers. 
In Eqs. (29c) and (29d), matrices L• (Zo) and N•- (zo) 

are obtained by substituting the previously estimated near 
surface propagation properties into the expressions for 
I.• (%) and N l- (Zo), respectively. Note that the estimated 
near-surface propagation properties may be further im- 
proved by minimizing the total entropy (i.e., disorder, Smith 
and Grandy 7) in the decomposed (i.e., ordered) datasets 
• (z o) for all frequency components of interest. 

Next we derive the algorithm for surface-related multi- 
ple e•limination. As mentioned above, the decomposed data- 
set P- (zo) represents an estimate of the upgoing wave field 
matrix P (zo), defined by 

P (z o) = X + (zo,zo)S(w), (30a) 

where, according to (13b), 

X+(zo,zo) = [I-Xd-,,(Zo,zo)FI (Zo)] IX+ (zo,zo), 
(30b) 

see also Fig. 9. Remember that Xo,+,(Zo,Z o) describes the sub- 
surface response without surface related multiples. Hence, 
surface related multiple elimination is accomplished by in- 
verting Eqs. (30a) and (30b) according to 

•+(Zo,Zo)=• (Zo)[•(w)] • (31a) 

(deconvolution), followed by 

Xo,+•(Zo,Zo)=•+(Zo,Zo)[l+ (zo)X+(zo,Zo)] ' 
(3lb) 

In ( 3 la) S(oo) is the previously estimated source signature; 
in (3 lb) •- (z o) is obtained by substituting the previously 
estimated near surface propagation properties into the 
expression for R (Zo). Note that the estimated source sig- 
nature as well as the near-surface propagation properties 
may be further improved by minimizin_,,g the total energy in 
the "multiple free" response matrices Xo.+• (Zo,Zo) for all fre- 
quency components of interest (Verschuur et al.S). 

In summary, for the full elastic situation, surface-relat- 
ed pre-processing involves elimination of the surface waves 
according to Eq. (28a), decomposition into one-way P and S 
waves according to Eq. (29a), deconvolution according to 
Eq. ( 31 a), and multiple elimination according to Eq. ( 3 lb ). 

Note that no prior information about the subsurface is 
required. Apart from the data ¾ (z o ), the only extra informa- 
tion needed are the source signature and the near-surface 
propagation properties. These are estimated along with the 
surface-wave elimination and are further improved during 
decomposition and multiple elimination. 

B. Redatuming and imaging 

The output of surface related pre-processing, matrix 
Xo,+•(Zo,Zo), represents an estimate of the subsurface re- 
sponse matrix Xo,+o (Zo,Zo), defined as 

Xo, +. (Zo,Zo) = Xd (Zo,Zo) + X• + (Zo,Zo), (32a) 
see Fig. 8, where Xo + (Zo,Zo) represents the subsurface re- 
sponse for "direct illumination," according to 
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M 

X•-(zo,Zo)= • W (zo.z,•)R+(z,•)W+(z,.,Zo), 
m=] 

(32b) 

see Fig. 3, and where X• + (Zo,Zo) represents the subsurface 
response for "indirect illumination" via a strong bottom re- 
flector at z,u, according to 

X •+ ( Zo,Zo ) = W - (Zo,Z•t) [ R + (z•t) X (z• ,z•, ) R + (zM) ] 
xW + (z•t,Zo), (32c) 

see Fig. 7. For the moment we only consider the subsurface 
response for direct illumination. Note that Xo + (Zo,Zo) is a 
distorted version of the subsurface reflection matrices 
R + (zm), the distortions being determined by the propaga- 
tion matrices W + (z,,,Zo) and W - (Zo,Z,•). Hence, reflec- 
tion imaging involves elimination of the propagation distor- 
tions, i.e., inversion of the propagation matrices, according 
to 

W + (z,•,zo)F + (Zo,Z,•) = I (33a) 
and 

F - (z•,zo)W - (Zo,Z,•) = I. (33b) 
In practice these results can never be reached. In analogy 
with the acoustic situation we define stable spatially bandli- 
mited versions of the inverse matrices as 

2 + (Zo,Z,,) = [•l- (Zo,Z,,)]* (34a) 
and 

2 (z,•,Zo) = [•/+ (z,•,Zo)]* (34b) 
(Wa•enaar and Berkhout, • 1989, Chap. VIII), where •/+ 
and W - are based on an estimated macro model of the sub- 
surface. A discussion on macro model estimation is beyond 
the scope of this paper. (For ultrasonic inspection the macro 
model may often be taken homogeneous; for seismic explo- 
ration we refer to the proceedings of the EAEG workshop on 
macro model e•stimatio•n. 9) 

Applying F + and F - to the subsurface response matrix A 

Xo • yields 

Xo+ (z,,z,•) = (z,•,zo)XJ(zo,zo)F+(zo,Z,•). (35) 
Note that the so-called redaturned subsurface response at 
Zm, matrix Xo 4 (zm,zm), contains a spatially bandlimited 
version of the reflection matrix R + (z•,) and propagation 
distorted contributions from matrices R + (Zk) for all k % rn. 
The latter can be suppressed by averaging over all available 
frequency components w,, according to 

1 •. •o4 (•,•,z,.) ' fi + (z,•) =-• (36) 
where N is the number of frequency components. 

This process is called imaging. In paper II we discussed 
a generalization imaging procedure, based on Radon trans- 
forms, which preserves the angle-dependent properties of the 
reflection matrix. This generalized imaging procedure, 
which can also be applied to any of the nine submatrices in A 

Xo + (z,• ,z,, ), will not be repeated here. 
Consider again Eq. (35), which describes redaturning of 

the subsurface response from the surface Zo to depth z•. Sim- 
ilar as matrices W + and W - [Eq. (4) ], the inverse matri- 

ces 2 + and in Eq. (35) each contain nine submatrices, 
according to 

2 + (zo,z,.) 

[ •;.• (Zo,Z,• ) 
=/•;..• (Zo,Zm) 

(Zo,Z) 
(37a) 

and 

2 - (z.,Zo) 

•,• (zm,zo) 
= 1•,½ (zm,zo) 

LF•,v, (z.. ,Zo) 

A 

F,•,,• (z,. ,Zo) 

F•,½• (z,,, ,zo) F•,,)• (z,.,Zo) ] •.v,•(z,,,,Zo) . 

•-.• (z.•,Zo) 
(37b) 

When wave conversion during propagation is neglected, 
these matrices may be simplified to 
2 + (zo,zm) 

(Zo,Z.,) o 0 ] = 0 F•.• (Zo,Zm) 0 , 
0 0 ^+ F•.• (Zo,Z,, ) 

(38a) 
and 

2- (z,,,,zo) 

0 0 ] = 0 F•,,• (z,• ,Zo) 0 , 

0 0 F•,, (zm,Zo) 
(38b) 

respectively. With these definitions, Eq. (35) can be rewrit- 
ten into ninesindependent redaturning equations for the sub- 
matrices in Xo* (Zo,Zo). We give three examples: 

X• (z..,z,.) = F•-,• (z,.,,zo)X•-,• (Zo,Zo)F•,• (Zo,Z,.), (39a) 
X u,,,,,/,•. (z,,, ,z,,, ) = F•,. (zm ,Zo) X•,•, (Zo,Z o) F• (Zo,Z.,), 

(39b) 
and 

+ 3 X• (zm,z,,) = F•½• (zm,zo)X• • (Zo,Zo)F,•,• (Zo,Z,•). 
(39c) 

These equations describe redatuming of, respectively, the P- 
wave response, an S-wave response, and a converted re- 
sponse (P to S). Bear in mind that wave conversion is ig- 
nored only during propagation; wave conversion during 
reflection is fully accounted for. It is our experience that the 
advantage of independent redaturning more than counterba- 
lances the disadvantage of ignoring wave conversion during 
propagation. For notational convenience, however, in the 
following we will stick to the more compact notation of Eq. 
(35). 

Finally, we outline a complete imaging scheme, taking 
into account direct as well as indirect illumination of the 
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subsurface. In Eq. (35) we replace X•- (Zo,Zo) by Xo.*v (Zo,Zo), 
i.e., the output of surface related pre-processing): 

•o•v (z,• ,z,• ) = • - (z,• ,Zo)•o.•v (Zo,Zo)• + (Zo,Z,,) (40a) 
or, using (32a), 

Xo• v (z,•,z,•) = Xo • (zm ,z,• ) + X• (z,• ,zm ), (40b) 
where 

ß (zm,z) = (zm,o)o ß + 

and 

X• (z,•,z,•) - (z,•,zo)X• (Zo,Zo)F + (Zo,Z,•). 

(40c) 

( 40d ) 

The propagation distorted contributions from R * (zk) for 

all k :•m as well as from X• + (z.•,z.•) can be su•ppressed by 
applying•the generalized imaging procedure to Xo,+o (z.•,z,•), 
yielding R + (z,•). 

Redaturning [Eqs. (40)] and generalized imaging 
should be carried out for m = 1 ..... M. At z•a, the response 
matrix Xo,+v (z•,zt•) contains an anticausal term 
Xo + (z•,z•) and a causal term Xo + (z•,zw). 

After removing the anticausal term (via the time do- 
main), we are left with the indirect response Xff (zvt,z•), 
which represents an estimate of 

X• (z•,z•) =R+(z•)X-(z•,z•)R+(z•), (41) 

see Fig. 7. 
Hence, we obtain an estimate of the virtual source re- 

sponse X - (z•,z•) by inverting Eq. (41), according to 

(42) 

The procedure may now be continued with multiple elimina- 
tion by inverting Eq. (8b), according to 

= 

X[l+fi+(z•)• (z•,z•)] -1, (43a) 
(see also Fig. 6), followed by redafuming by inverting Eq. 
(7b), according to 

= + 
(43b) 

(see also Fig. 5 ) and generalized imaging, yielding R - (z,•). 
Redaturning and generalized imaging should be carried out 
form =M-- 1 ..... 1. 

C. Target related data fitting 

The output of redatum•g and imaging consists of a se- 
ries of reflection matrices R + (z,,) for m = 1 ..... M and, 
optionally, • - (z•) for m = 1 ..... M -- 1. Any of these ma- 
trices consists of nine submatrices, according to 

g, (z,•) R•o. (z•) Rd• (z•) 

(44a) 

and 

(z,,,) (z,,,) j 
(44h) 

Assuming that the generalized imaging procedure has been 
applied (paper II), any of the submatrices contains the an- 
gle-dependent reflection properties for a certain combina- 
tion of incident and reflected wave types for all grid points at 
depth z,•. This information is used to determine the param- 
eters of an interesting target zone by data fitting. Note that in 
the acoustic situation only•P-wave reflection information is 
available, i.e., submatrix I:ld• (z,•). The extra information 
contained in the other submatrices in • + (z,,) and, option- 
ally, R - (z,•), largely improves the obtainable resolution of 
the different parameters in the target zone. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we extended the acoustic reflection imag- 
ing approach, developed in papers I and II, to the elastic 
situation. The main reason for employing an elastic reflec- 
tion imaging technique is given by the fact that the medium 
parameters of the target can be better resolved from P- and S- 
reflection information than from P-reflection information 

alone. In paper II we already concluded that reflection imag- 
ing may be seen as one step of a full inversion process. The 
success of any inversion scheme depends largely on the 
transparency of the underlying forward model. The forward 
model that we developed in Sec. II appeals very well to phys- 
ical intuition and all the essentials of elastic reflection experi- 
ments can be clearly recognized. Based on this forward mod- 
el we developed a stepwise elastic inversion scheme (Sec. 
III). During surface related pre-processing the multi-com- 
ponent measurements are transformed into primary P- and 
S-wave responses. No prior information about the subsur- 
face is required. Information about the source signature and 
the near surface parameters are obtained by making the pre- 
precessing data adaptive. Once the data have been separated 
into primary P- and S-wave responses, the P- and S-wave 
propagation effects are eliminated independently, yielding 
angle-dependent P-P, P-S, S-P, and S-S reflection infor- 
mation of the target (generalized imaging). Knowledge of 
the macro subsurface model is essential in seismic explora- 
tion. Optionally the imaging is done via a strong bottom 
reflector (ultrasonic inspection). In the final step the angle- 
dependent reflection information is transformed into the de- 
tailed medium parameters of the target. The implementation 
and evaluation of the stepwise elastic inversion scheme is 
subject of ongoing research at the Laboratory of Seismics 
and Acoustics (Berkhout and Wapenaar Iø ). 

APPENDIX: ELASTIC TWO-WAY AND ONE-WAY WAVE 

FIELDS 

The general relationship between elastic two-way and 
one-way wave fields at depth level z reads 
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T(z) 1 LL• (z) L2 (z) (z) 
(Ala) 

or, equivalently, 

P-(z) = LN• (z) N•-(z)J [T(z)l' (Alb) 
where 

N• = [L•--L•(L•) 'L•]-', (Alc) 
N• = [L• -- L?(L?)-'Lf ] -' (Aid) 

This equation is a generalization for arbitrary 3-D wave 
fields of equivalent plane wave expressions derived by 
amongst others Aki and Richards • or Kennett. n The wave 
field vectors P * (z), P - (z),V (z), and T(z) are discussed in 
Sec. II; for a discussion of the generalized operators 
L•, L•, Nf, and N• see Wapenaar et al. 6 

Equation (A 1 ) is helpful for studying the behavior of 
one-way wave fields at boundaries. In Sec. II C we employed 
(A!) to derive the relation between the acquisition param- 
eters and the one-way wave fields at the free surface. Here we 
use (A1) to derive reflection operators for one-way wave 
fields at an interface at z --- z,• between two homogeneous 
half-spaces. We use subscripts u and I to distinguish between 
the upper and the lower half-space. We consider two situa- 
tions. For wave fields that are incident to the interface from 

above we define a reflection operator R + (z m ) according to 

P•- (z.•) = R + (z.,)P•+ (z.,). (A2) 

Using the boundary c•nditions V. (zm) = Vt (Zm) and 
T. (z,.) = Tt (z,.) we obtain from (A1) 

2 

PF (z.•) = • N•,:t [L•.P• + (z.,) + L•.P•- (z.•)]. 
(A3) 

Since Pt- (Zr•) equals zero for this situation we find upon 
substitution of (A2) into (A3) 

N,.:tL•,,, R + (z,,,)P.+ (zm) 
I 

Since this equation should hold for any P•+ (z..) we obtain 

R+ (z,.) = -- N •,. N . 
I I 

(AS) 

For wave fields that are incident to the interface from below 

we define a reflection operator R - (z,,) according to 

Pt + (z,.) ----- R (z,•)P/ (z,•). (A6) 

Following the same approach as above we obtain 

'½ ) 2 N + L+, • R - (z.) = -- ,• .... ,] N•. L,.•t . (A7) I I 

Expressions (A5) and (A7) are strictly valid only for the 
situation of a horizontal interface at z = z,, between two 
homogeneous half-spaces. Because the expressions are for- 
mulated in the space-frequency domain they are on principle 
suited to handle more complex configurations. Of course the 
accuracy decreases with increasing complexity of the config- 
uration. 
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